
1. The course was well organized.

Statistics Value

Mean 4.21

Median 4.00

Mode 4

Standard Deviation +/-0.78

2. The course generally followed the syllabus.

Statistics Value

Mean 4.42

Median 4.50

Mode 5

Standard Deviation +/-0.65

3. Class attendance was necessary for learning
course material.

Statistics Value

Mean 3.92

Median 4.00

Mode 4

Standard Deviation +/-1.06

4. The course was intellectually challenging.

Statistics Value

Mean 4.29

Median 4.00

Mode 4

Standard Deviation +/-0.69

Spring 2014 Course Evaluation Report for PY29501-ED29501-
SPIRIT,RELIGION&COLLEGE

Response Table

Spring 2014

Raters Students

Responded 24

Invited 29

Response Ratio 82.76%

Course Related Questions for PY29501-ED29501-SPIRIT,RELIGION&COLLEGE-
Distribution of Responses
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Statistics Value

Mean 2.92

Median 3.00

Mode 3

Standard Deviation +/-0.65

Statistics Value

Mean 4.08

Median 4.00

Mode 5

Standard Deviation +/-1.02

Course Related Questions for PY29501-ED29501-
SPIRIT,RELIGION&COLLEGE- Distribution of Responses (continued)

Compared to similar courses (ie core, major, etc), this course required:

How would you rate this course overall?
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1. The instructor was prepared.

Statistics Value

Mean 4.75

Median 5.00

Mode 5

Standard Deviation +/-0.44

2. The instructor was available for help outside of
class.

Statistics Value

Mean 4.63

Median 5.00

Mode 5

Standard Deviation +/-0.65

3. The instructor returned assignments/tests
conscientiously.

Statistics Value

Mean 4.50

Median 5.00

Mode 5

Standard Deviation +/-0.59

4. The instructor showed enthusiasm about the
subject matter.

Statistics Value

Mean 4.92

Median 5.00

Mode 5

Standard Deviation +/-0.28

5. The instructor stimulated interest in the subject
matter.

Statistics Value

Mean 4.46

Median 5.00

Mode 5

Standard Deviation +/-0.98

6. The instructor's explanations were clear.

Statistics Value

Mean 4.50

Median 5.00

Mode 5

Standard Deviation +/-0.93

Instructor Questions for PY29501-ED29501-SPIRIT,RELIGION&COLLEGE -
Distribution of Responses
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7. The instructor treated students with respect.

Statistics Value

Mean 5.00

Median 5.00

Mode 5

Standard Deviation +/-0.00

Statistics Value

Mean 4.46

Median 5.00

Mode 5

Standard Deviation +/-0.72

Instructor Questions for PY29501-ED29501-SPIRIT,RELIGION&COLLEGE -
Distribution of Responses (continued)

How would you rate this instructor overall as a teacher?
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Course Questions for PY29501-ED29501-
SPIRIT,RELIGION&COLLEGE - Benchmarks

1. The course was well organized.

2. The course generally followed
the syllabus.

3. Class attendance was necessary
for learning course material.

4. The course was intellectually
challenging.

Compared to similar courses (ie
core, major, etc), this course
required:

How would you rate this course
overall?
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Instructor Questions for PY29501-ED29501-SPIRIT,RELIGION&COLLEGE -
Benchmarks

1. The instructor was prepared.

2. The instructor was available for
help outside of class.

3. The instructor returned
assignments/tests conscientiously.

4. The instructor showed
enthusiasm about the subject
matter.

5. The instructor stimulated interest
in the subject matter.

6. The instructor's explanations
were clear.

7. The instructor treated students
with respect.
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Instructor Questions for PY29501-ED29501-
SPIRIT,RELIGION&COLLEGE - Benchmarks (continued)

How would you rate this
instructor overall as a teacher?
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Comments for PY29501-ED29501-SPIRIT,RELIGION&COLLEGE

What are the strengths of this course?

Comment

The topics addressed in the second paper were really exciting and thought provoking and I also think small group
discussion at our tables is really valuable.

Even though it was the first time this course was taught it was very well-structured. The professor and TAs were
very passionate about the subject which made it very enjoyable.

I really liked all the opportunity for open discussion.

This course provided a way for me personally to understand the way a Catholic education has stimulated my
spiritual and intellectual growth. I have long wanted to analyze the way education is affected by religious presence
and this course was an ideal addition to my study here at BC. I enjoyed the way the course was structured in that it
covered various aspects of religious education, however, I also enjoyed that it allowed for students to also bring up
other topics that weren't necessarily on the syllabus. The professor definitely covered what students said they
wished to go into more depth about and I think that made each class more appealing to everyone! I also loved the
small group exercises, specifically the final project!

- Professor is genuinely interested in well being of students and personally invested. Very evident through
conversations and teachings
- only class that ties in spirituality and academics
- one of the few intersections between undergraduate and graduate studies
- retreat available for a class

I appreciated its strong emphasis on student participation.

It brought something new to the table for BC students. It was an overall enjoyment while finding myself through the
text which i find many other classes lacking. The students were able to interact often through out the course, as
well as go on a short retreat.

This course provided the opportunity to engage with material that is not usually taught at the undergrad level. This
course also gave insight into some of the inner workings of Boston College which made me appreciate it much
more.

Strengths - the discussions in class and the retreat!

- The professor.
- The conversations.
- The retreat.

Professor James and the TAs did a great job of creating conversation in the class. They presented the information
well, the retreat was a good bonding experience and the assignments were relevant to the class. The group
dynamic throughout the semester made the final ethnography project really great too.

good first year of this course.

Small group discussion; reflection

I think that this class has a lot of potential to grow and I think it will be a great class that will one day have a
"capstone" feel. It is also a great way to explore religion and spirituality as sources of identity. Two of the best
classes involved the discussion about the intersection of religion, spirituality and gender. Also, Professor James is
without a doubt, an incredible person. He is really welcoming and really open to discussion.

Loved getting to know your small group and the retreat was an incredible experience!!! That may be one of my
favorite college memories.

It allowed m to think of the impact that going to a catholic school had on me and my education.

Th professor was very enthusiastic about the subject matter and seemed genuinely interested in class
conversation and in students' ideas and opinions.

learned a lot about spirituality and religion on a larger higher education scale, loved the ethnography projects, TAs
were awesome and helpful, retreat was by far the best part of the class

This class was a great class for upperclassmen. It allowed us to decipher the structure and format of higher
education. It helped me see the complex workings of running a Jesuit (religious/spiritual) higher education
institution. I learned so much.
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How could the instructor improve the course?

Comment

Reduce the number of readings each week because they become overwhelming and time more reflection time
about our own experience at BC into the course more.

Rather than have a lot of different assigned readings, it might be helpful if only one was assigned and then we
went into fuller detail about that reading during the class.

The instructor could improve the course by perhaps bringing in a speaker or two to allow for more insight into BC's
own Jesuit tradition. We spoke a lot about how religion plays a role on campus and it could be helpful to hear from
an administrator who feels passionate about issues that often came up in class. Especially in our final projects,
students touched on so many issues that the campus faces in terms of religion and spirituality that it could be
interesting to turn that in to more of a dialogue with administrators to gain further understanding or a foster better
student and faculty connection.

- perhaps more interactive ways to excecute/strike the balance between reflection + academia
- would be interested to see how faculty (including non-catholic BC faculty) could be engaged through the course
- format of the class could become repetitive--perhaps offering more lively conversation by sharing/analyzing BC-
specific college experiences

Don't be afraid to change it up a bit, each class went along the same routine which can get tiring/boring and can
result in losing my attention or effort

The instructor could tie in readings a little bit more. I also think a bit more concrete theories about structure of
higher education would also be great. I think that getting to do a full ethnography project would have enhanced the
course as well.

More specific conversations related to Boston College

- The groups/tables could shift occasionally.
- The institutuional perspective was interesting and unique, but I was more interested in the student experience
and groups that facilitate spirituality and religious exploration.

I think the class has good potential but the lectures for 2 hours a week were a bit much. I think more interactive
lessons, getting out of the classroom, guest speakers, etc. would make it more exciting

didn't like the group project at the end.

More hands on learning experiences in class

I think that this class needs to be more structured. I think this class would have been especially beneficial if it
placed more emphasis on group discussion and reflection (which is the reason why so many people signed up
for the class). I think that it would have also been more helpful if it focused more on discussing the assigned
readings and engaging students in challenging questions about these topics in their groups.I

Distinguish the class lecture's subjects a little better and focus more on our personal BC experience.

More discussion/ debate time.

A bit more structure to the course would make the material easier to conceptualize and understand.

did not find that it was all that relatable to my life here at BC - would have appreciated more specific examples.
dialogue also sometimes dry and repetitive. would have loved to have more small group conversations like at
retreat

Be more dynamic when lecturing. Besides that, when he shares about his personal life, talking to students on 1 to
1, or his research, he is so enthusiastic and hyped.

Would you recommend this course to other students, majors, etc.? Why or why not?

Comment

Yes, but with the hopes that there will be some changes to the course layout

Yes, especially if they are in their senior year. This is the perfect way to finish off your senior year it really offers a lot
of reflection about your college experience.

Yes, it provided a good forum to reflect about one's own experience.

I would absolutely recommend this course to other students who are interested in the subject matter. I think that it
provided a conversation that many students on this campus would be passionate about and I know that I
personally benefitted greatly from it. I believe that specifically seniors and theology majors would have a lot to gain
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from this course!

Yes because it is very unique

Yes! i think that BC would make this or a class similar to this a mandatory course class

I would recommend this class and already have because it is a great way to connect with other students and
collectively reflect on the experiences of Boston College.

Theology Majors

Yes, absolutely

Definitely. I loved it and it's a great way to reflect on my personal experiences in an academic setting

Yes, it would be a nice capstone to reflect on spirituality in the college experience here at Boston College.

I think that this class has a lot of potential to grow.

Yes! I absolutely loved this course and learned so much while meeting new interesting people. Hope this class
continues :)

yes, you do not have to be religious to enjoy this course. It helps you understand the experiences you had while
attending a Catholic university.

Yes this course was very interesting and gave students a great deal of freedom to discuss and explore topics
related to the course that interest them personally. Additionally, the professor and TAs were incredibly
knowledgeable and invested in the class and in the students.

yes - interesting to learn, but hard to sit through

Yes! It's a great class to take if students want to meet other students and are open to hearing their experiences at a
Catholic/Jesuit institution. We were able to compare and contrast the different mission statements and purposes
behind different institutions. It was very self-reflective on an individual basis but also on a societal level.

Additional Comments:

Comment

Great course! Would have loved more time for personal reflection though -- similar to what many of the capstones
do.

Michael James is a wonderful instructor and I hope to have him as a professor again!

My favorite assignment was the second paper as it was a reflection, but I still found it challenging to tie in Parks'
ideas of imagination and shipwreck.

Keep this class around! It needs some adjustments but it is a great course with excellent benefits for students.

Course is still being formed.

Kat (the TA) was super helpful and passionate about her studies. 
Kat and Danny really provided the extra dynamic that we needed. They were invested in this class as much as we
were. It was really awesome to have them and to listen to their perspective.
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Responses to Customized Questions for PY29501-ED29501-
SPIRIT,RELIGION&COLLEGE
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